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The pointwise nonlinear stability of the Couette flow of a viscous liquid 
contained between two rotating coaxial cylinders is analyzed. A sufftcient criterion 
of conditional pointwise asymptotic stability is given which identifies with that of 
conditional asymptotic stability in the mean proved some years ago by Joseph and 
Hung. As in these authors’ work, the only disturbances considered here are those 
independent of the azimuthal angle and periodic in the direction of the generators of 
the cylinders. Notably, the rate of decaying in time and the sphere of attractivity of 
the initial disturbances are the same as those determined by Joseph and Hung. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well-known [ 1 ] that the study of stability of solutions to the 
Navier-Stokes equations follows essentially two methods: the method of 
linear stability [2] or the (nonlinear) energy method (in the sense of [ 1,3]). 
On the other hand, it is also well-known that for continuum systems the 
concept of stability is tightly related to the choice of the metric used to 
measure the “size” of perturbations. In this connection the L*-norm, which is 
the basis of the energy method, is not, obviously, the only possible choice 
among those which are physically significant. Thus, if one wishes, for 
example, to analyze the local behaviour of perturbations, it will be necessary 
to employ some suitable uniform-type norm instead of the usual L2-norm. 
Bearing this in mind, I have recently shown [4] that, as first pointed out 
by Serrin [3] for the L*-stability, the pointwise stability (in the sense of [5]) 
can be approached also via a variational argument deeply related to the 
method of linear stability. When applied to the Couette motion of a viscous 
liquid between two rotating coaxial cylinders, the above variational approach 
allows one to see that within the so-called Serrin’s band (see Fig. 1) the basic 
* This research was performed within the framework of the activities of the National 
Group for Mathematical Physics of the Italian National Research Council. 
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Ssrrin‘s band 
Pointwire conditional stability for ari-symmetric and periodic disturbances 
FIG. 1. Stability regions for Couette flow between rotating cylinders. wi and R, denote 
respectively the angular velocity and the radius of the ith cylinder (R, < Rx); I’ is the 
kinematic viscosity. 
flow is pointwise stable (conditionally for arbitrary disturbances, uncon- 
ditionally for the axisymmetric ones) with exponential decay in time. 
Some years after Serrin’s paper, Joseph and Hung showed [6] a nonlinear 
version of the celebrated Synge theorem [7] concerning the linear stability of 
the Couette flow. To be precise, Joseph and Hung showed that this flow is 
conditionally’ asymptotically stable in the mean with respect to axisym- 
metric and axiperiodic disturbances* (the same considered by Synge bearing 
in mind the pioneeristic work of Taylor [8]) whenever the following 
conditions are met: 
(1.1) 
’ Recently D. L. Shapakidze 191 has given a criterion of unconditional stability in the 
mean for the Couette flow between rotating cylinders under assumptions which resemble 
Joseph and Hung’s criteria whenever R, + R, . 
* This type of perturbations is the most frequently observed one during experiments at least 
as long as the ratio ]wz/w, ] does not exceed a certain bound (see [ 1 ] and, more specifically, 
1101). 
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The aim of this paper is to show that under the same hypotheses and 
within the same class of disturbances considered by Joseph and Hung, the 
basic Couette flow is nonlinearly pointwise stable and that 
3 > 0: l~OIL~(fJ) < y * sup 111(x, t)l* < M exp(--at), tit > 0, 62 
where uO(x) is the initial perturbation, R a “cell” of periodicity, u(x, t) the 
perturbation at any instant t; M and a are positive constants depending on 
the data such that 
IUOlW2.2(f2, +O*M+O 
and a is exactly the same constant determined by Joseph and Hung. Since y 
is the same bound determined by Joseph and Hung, our result is just a 
pointwise extension of their result. We finally state that, via Shapakidze’s 
result (see footnote l), one could show the same result without any 
restriction on the L2-norm of the initial perturbation whenever the cylinders 
are close together. 
In Section 2 we give some mathematical preliminaries, while Section 3 is 
devoted to the statement and the proof of the main result. In Section 4 we 
give the proofs of some key lemmata employed in Section 3. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
As is well-known, under the action of gravity only and within a certain 
class of regularity, there is a unique steady radial solution to the 
Navier-Stokes equations 
a,v + v . vv = -V(p + U) + v dv, 
v-v=0 
(2.1) 
(v is the velocity, p is the pressure and U is the gravitational potential) 
occurring in the region (in cylindrical coordinates with vertical z-axis) 
C={(r,~,z)/rE(R1,R*),~E[O,2n),zE(--oo,+co)} 
and verifying the usual adherence condition on the boundary. This solution 
is just the so-called Couette motion and it is explicitly given by V = (0, V, 0), 
where V(r) = Ar + B/r with 
A = (I?; -R;)-’ (o,R; - co&), B=R:R:(o,--*)(R:--R:)-‘. 
(2.2) 
Let u,,(x) = (w~(T, z), u,,(r, z), u~(T, z)) be an ascribed initial disturbance to 
V in C which we suppose to be z-periodic (with period L) and axisymmetric. 
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Denote by {V + u, p + 4) the perturbed motion after the initial instant; if we 
confine ourselves to axisymmetric and axiperiodic disturbances {u, 9 1. we 
have to deal with the following initial boundary value problem: 
8,~ + (5 . G)w - 
3,~ + (5 . G)v + 
vsv 
-w+w~lv=v(~-r-2)v, r 
a,u + (5 . G)u = -a,$ + du, 
a,(w) + d,(w) = 0, 
~(~~,z,t)=W(R~,z,t)=v(R,,z,f)=V(R2,z,t) 
=u(R1,z,t)=U(R2,Z,f)=0, 
(2.3) 
w(r, z, t) = w(r, 2 + L, t), v(r, z, t) = v(r, z + L, t), u(r, z, t) = u(r, z + L, t), 
w(r, z, 0) = w&, z), u(r, z, 0) = dr, z), u(r, z, 0) = u&, z), 
where u=(w,v,u), g=we,+ue,, G = erar + ezazr and d’= 
r- ‘a,(d,) + a:, . Notice that, because of periodicity, it suffkes to confine 
problem (2.3) within a “cell of periodicity” R = {(r, 0, z) E C/z E 
(-L/Z L/2)}. M oreover, from now on, we shall deal only with (scalar or 
vector-valued) functions which are independent of the azimuthal coordinate. 
To study problem (2.3) we need some suitable functional spaces. To this 
aim define rr = fin ((z = -L/2)-plane], T2 = fin {(z = L/2)-plane), 
C:(Q) = {f E P(.n)/f h as compact support in Q }, and 
q?(Q) = FE CrnP3)/flr, = flr*l, 
$J(Q) = {f e c,“(R)/(~~pp f n ii) c Q u r, u r2 1, 
J&l) = {f E cp2)/V . f = 0). 
Since C,“(O) c S;(Q), one can always regard L2(Q) as the completion of 
$#“(-Q> in I . I*, where 1. IP holds for the usual LP(R)-norm. Denote further 
with 11. Ilrn the usual Wmq2(Q)-norm and define 
J(Q) = completion of J,(Q) in I . 12, 
W(Q) = completion of C:(O) in I/ . Jim, 
H(O) = completion of G,“(O) in the normfl. ] 
related to the scalar product 
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The following lemma extends to H(Q) the validity of two classical 
inequalities which hold in WA*‘(Q) (=completion of C?(Q) in ]] . (] ,) 
LEMMA 1. Assume f  E H(R). Then 
lfl~~2(Rz-R,)lGfI,~2(R,-R,)lVfI,, (2.4) 
lfli <c* lfl: 1% (2.5) 
where 
c* = (2&-l 2(R,-RI)+ 1 
LJ’l2 
(R2-%)* Id 
x = ,‘;“H”;“n, logl:’ 
Inequality (2.4) is elementary; the proof of (2.5) is given in 161. 
Let us finally define 
W(O) = completion of J#(Q) in [. 1, 
and let us consider the orthogonal complement S(Q) of y(Q) in L*(R). As 
for the classical Helmoltz theorem, one can see [ 1,’ ] that 9(Q) is a space of 
gradient-type functions. Thus, if P: L’(Q) + J(Q) is the orthogonal 
projection, for any f E L*(Q) there exists h E L,‘,,,(a) such that f = Pf + Vh 
(with PVh = 0). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose f  E H’(Q)n SQ’(Q). Then there exists a positive 
constant a (depending on l2) such that 
IN2 G a IPVf12; (2.6) 
moreover, for any E > 0, there exists a positive constant c, (depending also on 
f2) such that 
If. vfl: < & IPdfl; + c,IvfI;. (2.7) 
Inequalities (2.6) (2.7) are proven in [ 11, 121, respectively. 
4OY/Y8/lLl7 
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3. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we state the main result of this paper and we outline its 
proof leaving, however, the (tedious) demonstrations of some key steps to the 
last section. 
To give a precise meaning to the notion of pointwise stability, we state [ 5 ] 
the following: 
DEFINITION. Let {v,p} be a solution of (2.1). We say that {v,p) is 
pointwise stable iff 
(i) sup, lul is a continuous function of t E (0, co); 
(ii) V.7 > 0, 38(s) > 0 such that )1u01j2 < 6 implies sup, 1~1 < E, 
vt E (0, co). 
Moreover we say that {v,p} is asymptotically pointwise stable iff (i), (ii) 
hold and 
(iii) 3y E (0, co) such that (1u01j2 < y implies lim,,, supo 1~1 = 0. 
If y = co, (v, p} is said unconditionally asymptotically pointwise stable, 
otherwise it is said conditionally asymptotically pointwise stable. Finally the 
asymptotic pointwise stability is said of exponential type iff sup, ILI = 
O(exp(-ht)) (h = const. > 0). 
THEOREM. Let assumptions (1.1) be satisfied and let us define 
E(t) = (l/2)1 [Aw* + (A + B/r*) u* + Au*] dx. 
R 
Then, if u. E H*(R) n W(Q) and E(0) < (v/k)*, where 
k= 
B 
2R 5/*A ‘/*w 
W--R,)+1 I’*= Bc 
1 I L]W I R&A’/* ’ 
the basic Couette motion turns out to be pointwise asymptotically stable for 
all axisymmetric and spatially periodic disturbances (i.e., within the whole 
class of solutions of problem (2.3)). Moreover it results in 
suop Ju ]* < A4 exp(-at), vt>o, (3-l) 
where M is a positive constant (depending on the data) and such that M+ 0 
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as I\u,,l12 -+ 0; a is a positive constant explicitly given by v(2(Rz -R,))-’ AlI2 
where (R, - R 1)2 /i - ’ = max&E/D) with 
W=Ja [A(Gw)*+A(Gu)~+A (+)2+(ar2+B) (~3 if))‘] do. 
Remark 1. Because of assumptions (l.l), A and B turn out to be 
positive. Thus E(t) defines, for every t, a norm in L’(R) equivalent to the 
usual one. It follows that the stability asserted by the theorem is conditioned 
only as far as the size of ]u,,]~, instead of the size of the whole ]] uO]12, is 
concerned. Notice that the radius y of the sphere of attractivity is exactly the 
same as determined by Joseph and Hung [6]. The same is true also for the 
rate of time decay. 
Remark 2. The estimates we derive in this section are formal in the 
sense that we are assuming that a solution of problem (2.3) exists which 
possesses all the regularities we need. However, it is not difficult to convince 
oneself that, via a standard coupling of the above estimates with the classical 
Faedo-Galerkin method, one can show the unique solvability of problem 
(2.3), all solutions satisfying the above theorem. 
To prove the theorem, put into intrinsic form system (2.3), i.e., 
~,u~u.~u~V.~U~~~VV=-V~~~~~, 
v.u=o, 
ulm-w,“r,~ - - 0, a, = ulrp 
(3.2) 
u(x, 0) = u&) 
and take the L*(Q)-inner product of (3.2), with PAu. Because of the 
properties of P, one easily deduces that 
IPAuJ;=@,u, PAu)+(u.h, PAu) 
+ (u . VV, P Au) + (V . Vu, P Au). (3.3) 
From this relation, by means of (2.7) and of the generalized Cauchy 
inequality, one obtains the estimate 
IPAul:< c, (lapi: + (m,axlVVl) 14 
+ m;x]V] (Vu]:+ ]Vu]: , 
( 1 1 
(3.4) 
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where cr = c,(v, Q). Notice that, because of (1. I), we have 
m;x~V~<AR,+BR;‘. mcyx~VVi<2(A+BR;‘). (35) 
Thus, from (2.6), (3.4), and (3.5), and bearing in mind the Sobolev’s 
embedding W’*‘(0) -+ C”(a), one deduces the following basic estimate: 
su,p Iu(* <c2 (I3,uI: + (AR, + BR;‘) IVul: 
+ IVul; + 2(A + BR;*) iul;, (3.6) 
where c2 = cz(v, 0). Observe now that, as proven by Joseph and Hung 161, 
under hypotheses (1.1) it holds that 
E(t) 
E(O) < w)* +- [v _ kEl/2(t)]2 G 
E(0) exp(-2at) 
[v - kE”*(o)] * . 
As a consequence we have 
(3.7) 
Moreover the following lemma holds: 
LEMMA 3. Let assumptions (1.1) be satisfied, and assume u. E H’(G) n 
&I). Then, ij‘E(0) < (~/k)~, it is 
IWli G k, I423 (3.8) 
where k, > 0 depends upon ihe dara and goes to zero as //u~]/~ --) 0. 
Because of (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8), we need.only to show that the L’(R)- 
norm of the time derivative of u decays as exp(-at) starting from the initial 
instant. This crucial result is gained via the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4. Let assumptions (1.1) be satisfied, and assume u. E H’(0) f’ 
.?(Q)(Q). Then, ifE(0) < (v/k)2, ii is 
I a,~/: < k, + k, 1: I Vu(s)l: exp(2as) ds] exp(-Tat), (3.9) 
where k,, k, > 0 depend upon the data and go to zero as I(uo(lz --t 0. 
From the above estimates one promptly verifies the definition given at the 
beginning of this section and the theorem is completely proved if one could 
prove the last two lemmata. This will be done in the next section. 
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4. PROOF OF ESTIMATES (3.8) AND (3.9) 
We shall proceed in three steps. First, we shall prove the following inter- 
mediate estimate: 
/atu/: < i” +;‘R:) Ia,u(O)Ii exp (% 1 IWs)li ds). : (4.1) 
Second, we shall prove inequality (3.8) and, finally, (3.9). 
Step I. Differentiate with respect to t all the equations in (2.3), and 
multiply the first three equations respectively by A a,~, (A + B/r*) a,v, and 
A B,u. Take the sum of the resulting equations and integrate over a. Bearing 
in mind the fourth equation and the boundary conditions, one deduces, after 
simple manipulations, 
1 d- -- 
J L 2 dt a 
A(8,w)’ + +- (+I)’ +A(c3,u)’ 
I 
dx 
t +3r(cYru)2 t +3,(i3,u)’ dx 
f”’ J I A((& r-‘) a,w) a,w t (Ja,u) B,u R 
+(@--r~‘)~,o)~?,u+-$((&r~‘)8,v)~,v dx. 
I 
(4.2) 
Notice now that the coefficient of a,v a,w in the first integral on the right- 
hand side of (4.2) reduces to 
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and that, integrating by parts, the last integral in (4.2) can be written 
’ -VA 
J L n 
(G+v)‘+ (Gc~,u)~ + (G+L)~ + (f$j’+ (?)‘I dx 
-V 
J L 
” $ (G+Q2 + a,v 
f2r 
( r )2jdx+l’kl [$WW2~dx 
=-vAIVa,u~;-v I,,; [(G~,a)‘+ (F)2j dx 
+v 
I 
R 5 a,@, u)~ dx. 
Denote respectively with I, and I, the last two integral in the above 
expression. From (4.2) one deduces 
1 d -- 
J[ 2 dt R 
A(%,~)~+;(i;,c)~+A(l$u)~ dx+vA1W,u/;+Z, 
I 
= I, - A(Qv)‘~,w+iJu~,w -A;+A8,u+;a,o+;~’ 
i 
+A a,wa,va,v+~(a,~)‘+a,ua=va,v 
[ I 
a,wa,ca,u+~(a,u)’ 
+B,uS;ca,c+~a,(a,c)2+~a,(a,u)2 Ii dx = I, - I,. (4.3) 
Notice now that 
Therefore the following inequality holds: 
A(+v)’ + ; (B,v)’ + A(~,u)~ dx + VA IV +I[; < /Z,l. (4.4) 
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On the other hand we have 
+ J,, [la,u 8, wa,uI+Ialua,wa,wl+la,ua,wa,uI 
+l~,u+3,v~]dx+jQ ~~Q+v~ dx 
+j [Iwa,vaf,vl+lua,vaI,vl]dx . 
R i 
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(4.5) 
Moreover, from (2.5), for any v > 0, 
j 
R 
la,wj (a,w)‘dx < ii, (Qv)’ dx)i12 (ja (a,~)~ dx)“2 
+ j (G &IV)’ dx, 
a 
(&w)‘dx j 
n 
(a,~)’ dx + + j 
R 
and, in the same way, 
Because of the boundary conditions, a simple integration by parts shows that 
s a,ui3,va,vdx= 1 [a,(~ a,v) - v a;,~] a,u dx R n 
I a,ua,wa,wdx= . . . =- i wa,2ia;,wdx- R i wa,waf,tidx, n R 
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J 
u 
n 
i’,ui’,wi?,udx=--j’ ua,waj,udx-!I,Ii;,u2,wdx 
-0 
4 l4 a$4 a;,, dx, J I2 
J 
a,ua,wa,vdx= .‘* =- 
R 
j 
<2 
vi?,wa:,vdx- {Qfc3,ui,wdx 
r  
-  
J 
v a,v a;, w dx. 
12 
From these relations we deduce the following estimates for arbitrary E, E’ > 0 
1 a,ua,vazvd~<+j vz(o?,tf)‘dx+Gj t?(a,t$ dx R n R 
+;j (a:,v)2dx+&jn(ii;tu)2dx, 
n 
j*la,ua,wa,w)dr~~j~~2(t,u)‘d.+~jw?(a,w)’dx 
+ $i, (al, w)~ dx + &j (a;+)’ dx, 
R 
j la,24a,~art41dx<+j 
n n 
U2(a,w)2dx+~jn(a:,U)2dx 
+E’ ja u2(a,u)2 dx + -$ jQ [ (af,ttg2 + (F) ‘1 dx, 
j la,va,wa,4d+j R a v2(a,W)Idx+~j~(a:,v)2dx 
+ E' j 
n 
22(at24)Idx+&jn [(a$#+ (?,;I dx. 
Finally, 
j I 
%,va,w dx<A 
R r 
j , 2 jn u2(al w)’ dx + ti, [F)’ dx 
Wan dx + &j. (~;,v)’ dx, 
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By inserting all the above estimates into (4.5) one obtains 
tZJGau\'+2 
v f2 
t (E + E’)( [u’(i’,u)’ + u2(+)* t w2(~,u)* + w’(Qv)‘] dx 
0 
f (& f 2~‘)j-~ [u’(d,~)’ t u~(~~w)* t u2(c@)* + u’(~,u)‘] dx. 
Notice that, for example, it is 
c, Use dx < il, u4 dx)“’ ii, (Qv)” dx) 
112 
<c2 (i,u2dx)“2 (i,,(Gu)2dx)“2 
x i, (44’ dx ) I” (i, (G a, w)* dx) I” 
where we have made use of (2.5) and of (3.7). Therefore we obtain 
By inserting this estimate into (4.4) and by choosing 
(= 28c2(2e + 3c’)/vA, 
q = 16c/vA = CE = CE’, 
264 
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1 d- -- 
J L 2 dt R 
A(i?,w)* +; (3,~)’ +A(&u)’ 
I 
dx + + /V S,ui; 
1 
vu1;. (4.6) 
u)’ dx 
I 
Thus, if y0 denotes the numerical coefficient on the right-hand side of (4.6), 
one easily deduces (4.1). 
Step II. To show (3.8) we shall first prove that ia,u]: is essentially 
bounded over (0, co). To this aim we recall the energy identity determined 
by Joseph and Hung [ 61: 
This relation can be handled as follows: 
2 
V A(Gw)~+A(Gu)*+A *++(GzJ)‘+; f 01 dx 
,-+-3+2vj -$.o,dx+2Bja+dx 
<-$$E+v~~~,E (f)2++(d,u)2] dx 
w’dx+$jQu’dxjo(Gu)‘dx). 
From this, for E = 2 and after some simple passages, one finds 
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Choose r = c2(sup~,,,, ( ZJ 1:)(4/vA) and denote by yr the corresponding coef- 
ficient of (u 1:. Thus the above inequality can be written 
(4.7) 
Inequality (4.7) is doubly important. In fact, by integrating it with respect to 
time, we obtain 
1 2 EC9 m 
J ( 
v/j l/2 
+w+q [v4E1/2(())]2 o exp -R,-R, t 
1 
dt 
and, therefore, 
From (4.1) and (4.8) it follows that 
laIuI: < r +i”‘) ]a,u(O)]i exp (*) = y3 ]a,u(O)]:. (4.9) 
Consider again (4.7) and notice that 
< 3(A +mw I”12 /3t”l2* (4.10) 
From (4.7) (4.9) and (4.10) one immediately deduces 
IPUI:~; ( y1 (glI.3, I”12 + 3 A +-$ ?Y IP,“CO)12) I”12 , 
( 1 1 
=k, I”12 
which is just inequality (3.8). Finally we notice that k, + 0 as /]u~(]~ -+ 0. In 
fact, by a standard argument (see [ 131 or [ 141 for example), one sees that 
]aIu(0)], is dominated by ]]LI~]]~; moreover, because of (3.7), sup~o,oo~]u]2 
also goes to zero as ]] uo/12 -+ 0. 
Step III. As a final step, we shall prove (3.9). To this aim multiply the 
first three equations of system (2.3), respectively by A a,w, V/r a,~, and 
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A a,u, take the sum of the resulting equations and integrate over Q. Bearing 
in mind the fourth equation and the boundary conditions, one deduces, after 
simple integration by parts, 
where 
I, = - 
I,=-A 
i 
%,wdx+j. J=a$l dx, 
D r f2r r 
I, = 2A 
1  ^
J&a,w-watO)dx, 
Gr 
The typical integral in I, can be majorized as follows: 
i 
Wa,warwdx< n (jn (a, w)4 dx) ‘I4 (r, W4 dx) 1’4 i.i, (a, w)’ dx) Ii2 
< $ q (j (a, w)’ dx) ‘I2 ii, (G a, w)’ dx) I” 
+& ;?w4dx)“2,(+v)2dx 
Therefore, for arbitrary q > 0, we have 
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Furthermore, by simple passages, one sees that, for arbitrary E, <, ,B > 0, it is 
Finally, for arbitrary OL, /3 > 0, it is 
The collection of all these estimates together with (2.4) allows us to write 
J 1 A(~,w)’ + + (~?,u)~ + A(i?,u)’ dx R I 
+‘@,-R,)’ IV ~A: 
(4.11) 
~(R,-RJl~~,/V~li+c2 (SOUP, InI:+ ~W+-R,)*P 
,a 
V 2Bvp 
+%+ Rf(A+B/R;) I I 
IFN = Y4 IV 44: + Ys IWIL 
where y4 and ys depend also on E, q, C;, etc. Since these last paramaters are 
independent of each other, one can choose them in such a way that 
VA v/i l/2 
-=a=R2-R,. 
Y4 
Once this choice is made, multiply (4.6) and (4.11) respectively by y4 and 
VA/~; from the resulting inequalities one easily deduces 
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~4 d 1 \ -- 
J I 2 dt cl 
A(~,w)~ + ; (+I)’ + A(+)2 
I 
dx 
+fin /Am +;(d,o)‘+A(i,u)‘~ dx 
and so we have 
d 
-I I dt R 
A(Qv)’ +; (c?,v)’ +A(&u)~ dx 
i 
+a 
f I 
A(+v)’ ++(~3p)~ +A(Q)’ dx < y, IVul;. 
R 
By integrating this differential inequality, one immediately obtains 
la,uIZ < (” +,f”‘] ia,u(O)I: exp(-at) 
+ y, exp(-at) 1: I Vu(s)l: exp(as) ds, 
which is just inequality (3.9). 
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